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The birth of C k-smooth invariant curves from a saddle-node bifurcation in a
family of C k diffeomorphisms on a Banach manifold (possibly infinite dimensional)
is constructed in the case that the fixed point is a stable node along hyperbolic
directions, and has a smooth noncritical curve of homoclinic orbits. This ensures
that the map restricted to the resulting curve is equivalent to a C k map of the circle.
In particular, for a C 2 family of diffeomorphisms the resulting curve is C 2, and the
``Denjoy example'' cannot occur. Included is a new smoothness result for the folia-
tion transversal to the center subspace, for the finite and infinite dimensional cases.
Specifically, C k-smoothness with respect to all variables of invariant foliations of
the center-stable and center-unstable manifolds of a partially hyperbolic fixed point
is proved in all cases.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
We consider the saddle-node bifurcation of a stable fixed point of a
C k-diffeomorphism with a one-dimensional invariant curve 1 of homoclinic
orbits. Specifically, we will study the case where the fixed point has one
simple eigenvalue equal to 1 and is a stable node along hyperbolic direc-
tions. This bifurcation can occur in the Poincare map of a limit cycle with
characteristic multiplier 1, such as in the coalesence of a stable limit cycle
with a limit cycle of saddle type. Afraimovich and Shil'nikov considered
this bifurcation [AS] and proved for sufficient smoothness of the dif-
feomorphism the existence of a Lipschitz (in fact C 1) invariant curve
homeomorphic to a circle after the fixed point disappears (see also [NPT]
and [AAIS]). We prove in this article C k-smoothness of the invariant
curve if the original family is C k-smooth under general assumptions.
For this bifurcation the case k=2 (or k=1 with bounded variation of
the derivative) is of special importance due to the Denjoy Theory [De, Ni]
for diffeomorphisms of the circle, S1. If it is known that the resulting
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invariant curve is C 2-smooth, then the restriction of the map to the curve
is a C 2 map as well. This would imply that either trajectories on the
invariant curve are everywhere dense or a ``resonance picture'' occurs and
there exist stable and unstable periodic points on this curve. This behavior
is completely determined by the so called ``rotation number'' of the map. In
the case that the map is merely C 1 the picture can be much more com-
plicated.
We note that in any case this bifurcation is ``inaccessible.'' That is, for
values of the bifurcation parameter greater than the bifurcation value, the
bifurcation surface cannot be approached along a path of structurally
stable systems. This is because the rotation number of the invariant circle
must approach zero, passing through infinitely many rational and irra-
tional numbers as the parameter approaches the bifurcation value.
The main idea of the proof will be to use the contraction mapping
theorem applied to appropriate function spaces on certain ``fundamental
regions.'' The idea of fundamental region depends heavily on the existence
of a stable foliation transversal to the center subspace of the fixed point,
and this article includes a new smoothness result for the foliation, in the
form of a change of variables, for the infinite dimensional case. A general-
ized version of this result is given in Section 7.2. This general result implies
the existence of C k-smooth invariant foliations of the center-stable and
center-unstable manifolds of a partially hyperbolic fixed point. As with
other invariant manifold applications, the final degree of differentiability
must be obtained separately. Following Chow and Lu [CL], we will
employ a Lemma of D. Henry to accomplish this.
2. Main Results
Consider the following hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1. T+ is a one-parameter family of Ck-diffeomorphisms of a
Ck-manifold M, modeled on a Banach space X, which is Lipschitz continuous
in + in the Ck topology, + # [&+0 , +0]. If dim(M)=n is finite, then we
require n2.
Hypothesis 2. For +=0, T+ has a nonhyperbolic fixed point 0 which is
a uniformly stable node along hyperbolic directions, that is, DT0(0 ) has
spectrum with modulus uniformly less than one, with the exception of one
eigenvalue with is equal to one.
With these assumptions we have the following change of variables
theorem.
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Theorem 1. With asumptions Hyp. 1, 2, on some neighborhood U of 0
there are Ck-smooth coordinates (x, z), z # R, x # X1 where X=X1R, for
which T+ has the local form 8+ given by:
x =81(x, z, +)=Ax+f (x, z, +)x
(1)
z =82(z, +)=z+g(z, +),
where the spectrum of A satisfies
|_(A)|<1, (2)
and where f=f } x and g are C k-smooth in (x, z), and are Lipschitz con-
tinuous in +. The functions f, g and their first derivatives vanish for
(x, z, +)=(0, 0, 0) and f is Ck&1. Further, all the partial derivatives of f with
respect to z up to order k vanish identically for x=0 and so for jk&1
d j f
dz j
(x, z, +)=f j (x, z, +)x, (3)
for some Ck&j&1-smooth function f j and further
lim
|x|  0
d kf
dzk
(x, z, +)=0. (4)
This form represents a stable foliation transveral to the center subspace,
the leaves of the foliation being the planes [(x, z): z=z0]. This is a special
case of a more general result found in Section 7.2. We note that a stronger
form may be obtained in the finite case and with the restriction of
C -smoothness of the diffeomorphism [Ta].
Proof. See Section 7.1
At this point we make additional assumptions.
Hypothesis 3. The unstable set S u0 of 0 for +=0 intersects the stable set
S s0 in a 1-dimensional manifold 10 of orbits which approach 0 along the non-
hyperbolic direction in forward and backward time.
By the stable set S s0 we mean the set of all points whose forward orbits
limit to 0 . The unstable set S s0 is the set of all points whose backward orbits
limit to 0 . It is known that these sets are in fact C k-manifolds with bound-
ary [NPT].
Hypothesis 4. The unstable set S u0 for +=0 is nowhere tangent to any
leaf, S sz 0=[(x, z0)] & U, of the stable foliation.
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Hypothesis 5. For +>0, T+ has no fixed point in a neighborhood of 0.
From Hypothesis 5 we can assume without loss of generality that g in
(1) has the following form
g(z, +)=:(+)+#(+) z2+O( |z3 | ), (5)
with :(0)=0, :$(0)0, #(0)>0, and :(+)>0 for +>0. We now state the
main result.
Theorem 2. Under hypotheses Hypotheses 15 there exists +0>0 such
that for each +, with 0<+<+0 , T+ has a unique invariant curve 1+ in a
neighborhood of 10 . Moreover, each 1+ is Ck-smoothly embedded in M,
attracts nearby points, and 1+ limits to 10 in the Ck sense as +  0.
3. Some Smoothness Lemmas
We will need the following two useful lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and U an open subset of X.
Then a closed bounded ball in C j, 1(U, Y), ( j=1, 2, 3, ...), is a closed bounded
subset in C0(U, Y).
Here C j, 1 is the space of j th continuously differentiable functions with
Lipschitz j th derivative. The norms & }&j, 1 will be the usual norms on those
spaces.
Lemma 2 (D. Henry). Let X and Y be Banach spaces and U be an open
subset of X. Assume that h: U  Y is locally Lipschitz continuous. Then h is
continuously differentiable if and only if for every x0 # U,
&h(x+2)&h(x)&h(x0+2)+h(x0)&=o(&2&)
as (x, 2)  (x0 , 0).
For proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 see [CL].
In addition, we use the next two lemmas, which we prove in Sections 6.1
and 6.2.
Lemma 3. Let X be a Banach space and let X* be the dual space of X.
Suppose h # Ck&1(X, X*) & Ck(X"[0], X*), and that h(x) x # Ck(X, R).
Then h(x) g(x) is Ck for any g # Ck(X, X) such that g(x)=O( |x| ).
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Lemma 4. Let X be a Banach space and let Y=X* (the dual space
of X), and consider the equations
x =Cx+N1(x+y )
(6)
y =Ay+N2(x+y )
where x # X, y # Y, N1 # C k, k1 and N2 has the property that N2(x+y )x
is in Ck(X, R). Also assume that N1 and N2 , along with their first derivatives
vanish at the origin, and
|_(C&1)|1
|_(A)|1.
Then the unique local center-unstable manifold given as the graph of
h: X  Y has the property that h(x)x # Ck(X, R).
Remark. Note that the equivalent result holds in the case of center-stable
manifolds as well, since we can take the inverse of the diffeomorphism.
4. Fundamental Regions, Functions Spaces and Maps
Let U be a small neighborhood of 0 . Fix a<0 and :>0 such that
[(x, z): x=0, az:] # U and let
b+=a+g(a, +)
;+=:+g(:, +).
We will supress the + except where dependence on it is emphasized. Denote
the intervals I+=[z: azb] and I &=[z: :z;] and define
``fundamental regions,'' to be the rectangular regions
D+=[(x, z): |x||x0 |, z # I +],
D&=[(x, z): |x||x0 |, z # I &],
with |x0 | sufficiently small that D+, D& # U. Next we will define function
spaces on I+ and I &. We define boundary conditions on the functions in
such a way that the graph of a function in the space could be included in
an invariant curve under the local diffeomorphism 8+ in (1). Define
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H &0, = [' # C
0, 1 : ('(z), z) # D&, &'&0, 1=, 8+('(:), :)=('(;), ;)],
H +0, L=[ # C
0, 1 : ((z), z) # D+, &&0, 1L+1, 8+((a), a)=((b), b)],
H &1, = H
&
0, = & [' # C
1, 1 : &'&1, 1=,
'$(;)=Dz81('(z), z)| z=: } (8$2(:, +))&1],
H +1, L=H
+
0, L & [ # C
1, 1 : &&1, 1L+1,
$(b)=Dz81((z), z, +)| z=a } (8$2(a, +))&1].
Further, define iteratively
H &j, = H
&
j&1, = & [' # C
j, 1 : &'&j, 1=,
'( j )(;)=D jz81('(z), z)| z=: } (8$2(:, +))
&j ],
H +j, L=H
+
j&1, L & [ # C
j, 1 : && j, 1L+1,
( j )(b)=D jz81((z), z, +)| z=a } (8$2(a, +))
&j ].
We note from Lemma 1 that H +j, L and H
&
j, = are closed, bounded subsets of
C 0[:, ;] and C 0[a, b], respectively, under the usual uniform topology.
Now we define maps Floc and Fgl on H +k&1, = and H
&
k&1, L , respectively.
First consider  # H +L . Inside U, the z coordinate of the diffeomorphism is
governed by the second equation of (1). Because of this, and the definitions
of I+ and I&, for each z1 # I & and +>0, _! z0 # I +[a] and n=n(z0 , +)
such that 8n2(z0 , +)=z1 . Denote by '(z1) the function given by
('(z1), z1)=8n(z0)+ ((z0), z0 , +),
and define Floc()='.
Now consider Su & D&. By the assumptions, there exists an integer n
such that T n0(S
u & I&) & D+ is not empty. For +0 sufficiently small,
points near Su must be mapped by T n+ to points near T
n
0(S
u & I &). Again
by the definition of D+ and equation (1), each of these points must pass
through D+ on some iteration of T+ . In other words, for each point
Q=(x1 , z1) near S u0 & D
&, there is a unique m=m(Q, +) such that
T m+ (Q) # D
+"[z=;]. Now fix ' # H &= . By the preceeding argument, for
each P=('(z1), z1), _! m=m(P, +) such that T m+ (P) # D
+"[z=;]. The
endpoint conditions on ' guarantee that this determines a curve in D+
which is the graph of a C j function  on I +. Define Fgl (')=. We have
that
((z0), z0)=T m(z 1)+ ('(z1), z1).
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Note that, locally Fgl is the finite composition of C k-diffeomorphisms and
so, locally it can be written as a C k-diffeomorphism,
x0=F(x1 , z1 , +)
(7)
z0=G(x1 , z1 , +),
where (x1 , z1) are coordinates in D& and (x0 , z0) are coordinates in D&.
5. Proof of the Main Theorem
We proceed with the proof in several parts.
5.1. Global Map
Proposition 1. There exist positive constants L, =0 , and +0 such that
Fgl : H&k&1, =  H
+
k&1, L for all 0<+<+0 and 0<=<=0 .
Proof. Since the map (7) is a diffeomorphism,
} FxGx
Fz
Gz }{0. (8)
For +=0 consider the image, 0 , of the zero function on I &, which we
denote by '0 . From (7) we have
F(0, z1 , 0)=0(G(0, z1 , 0)).
Thus,
Fz(0, z1 , 0)=D0(G(0, z1 , 0)) } Gz(0, z1 , 0).
From (8) we have that Gz(0, z, 0){0, and so for = and + sufficiently small,
we still have Gz(x, z, +){0. Further, we can bound Gz uniformly away
from 0, since z is on a compact interval.
Fix ' # H &k&1, = . The image  of this function under Fgl is given locally
by
(z0)=F('(z1), z1 , +)
(9)
z0=G('(z1), z1 , +).
We can invert the second equation of (9) by the Implicit Function
Theorem. Let G =z0&G('(z1), z1 , +). By continuity there is at least one
pair (z 0 , z 1) such that G (z 0 , z 1)=0. Also G z 1(z 0, z 1){0 since Gz is
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bounded away from 0. Therefore _! z*(z0) # C k&1, 1 such that z0=
G('(z*(z0), z*(z0), +), and further
z*$(z0)=
1
Gx('(z*), z*, +) '$(z*)+Gz('(z*), z*, +)
. (10)
Additionally, we note that if ' # C k, then z* # C k as well.
Let '0 and 0 be as above and let L=&0&k&1, 1 . Then for = and +
sufficiently small and &'&'0&k&1, 1<= we have
&&k-1,1L+1 (11)
by the continuous dependence of T+ on + in the C k topology.
Finally, the endpoint conditions on  and $ are satisfied by composition.
K
5.2. Local Map
Proposition 2. For + sufficiently small, Floc : H +k&1, L  H
&
k&1, = .
Proof. Fix  # H +k&1, L and consider the sequence of functions:
['0=, '1 , '2 , ..., 'ntr&1 , 'n tr=']
determined by 8+('i (z), z)=('i (z ), z ). From (1)
'i+1(z )=A'i (z)+f ('i (z), z, +)
(12)
z =z+g(z, +).
By (5), gz is small for + sufficiently small, so we can invert the second equa-
tion of (12), in a neighborhood of 0 , using the Implicit Function Theorem.
Specifically, there is a unique z
*
(z ) # C k such that z =z
*
+g(z
*
, +) and
z$
*
=
1
1+gz(z* ,+)
. (13)
Now from (12)
|'i+1 ||A+f | |'i |,
but | f | can be made arbitrarily small by choosing + small enough. In par-
ticular we may choose
|A+f |q<1,
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so that
&'i&0qi &&0 . (14)
Differentiating we find
'$i+1=(A+fx('i (z*), z* , +)) z$*'$i (z*)+fz('i (z*), z* , +) z$* . (15)
For + small
|A+fx | |z$* |q<1,
and from (3) there exists a constant Q1 so that
| fz('i (z*), z* , +)| |z$* |qQ1 |'i |.
Therefore we obtain
|'$i+1 |q |'$i |+qQ1 |'i |,
and, after induction, employing (14)
&'$i&qi &$&0+iqiQ1 &&0 . (16)
For 2 j k&1, differentiating j times we find
' ( j )i+1(z)=(A+fx)(z$*)
j ' ( j )i (z*)+ 
j&1
l=1
Pl (z*) '
(l )
i (z*) '
(l )
i (z*)
+
d jf
dz j
('i (z*), z* , +)(z$*)
j, (17)
where Pl is a polynomial with constant coefficients in the variables D:z* ,D;f and D#'i with 1:, ; j&l+1 and 0#l. For + small enough
|A+fx | |z$* |
jq<1,
and from (3) we obtain
} d
jf
dz j } |(z$*)| jQ j |'i |.
Therefore
|'( j )i+1 |q |'
( j )
i |+qQj &'i &j&1 ,
where Qj is independent of i. After induction, employing (14)
&' ( j )i &q
i & ( j )&+pj (i ) qiQj &&j&1 ,
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where pj (i ) is a j th degree polynomial in i. In particular,
&'&k&1pk&1(i ) qi &&k&1. (18)
To show that '(k&1) is a Lipschitz function, consider
|' (k&1)i+1 (z)&'
(k&1)
i+1 (z^)|
|A| |(z$
*
)(k&1) 'i(k&1)(z*)&(z^$*)
(k&1) 'i(k&1)(z^*)|
+| f ('i (z*), z*, +)(z$*)
k&1 ' (k&1)i (z*)&f ('i (z^*), z^* , +)
_(z^$
*
)k&1 ' (k&1)i (z^*)|
+ :
k&2
l=0
|Pl (z*) '
l
i (z*)&Pl (z^*) '
l
i (z^*)|
+} d
k&1f
dzk&1
('i (z*), z*, +)(z$*)
k&1&
d k&1f
dzk&1
('i (z^*), z^* , +)(z^$*)
k&1 } .
Noting that Pl ' (l )i is Lipschitz for lk&2, with Lipschitz constant propor-
tional to &'i&l+1 , we obtain
|' (k&1)i+1 (z)&'
(k&1)
i+1 (z^)|
( |A+fx | )(&z$*&
k Lip(' (k&1)i ))|z&z^|
+Lip((A+fx('(z*), z*, +))(z$*)
k&1)&' (k&1)i &|z&z^|
+ :
k&2
l=0
Q l &'i& l+1 &z$*&|z&z^|
+} d
kf
dzk
('i (z*), z*, +) } |z$* |k |z&z^|
\q Lip(' (k&1)i )+Qk &'i&k&1+ } d
kf
dzk
('i (z*), z* , +) } |z$* |k+ |z&z^|.
Again for + small
|A+fx | |z*$|kq<1.
Thus, ' (k&1)i+1 is Lipschitz, with constant
Lip('(k&1)i+1 )q Lip('
(k&1)
i )+Qk &'i&k&1+ } d
kf
dzk
('i (z*), z*, +) } |z$* | k. (19)
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After induction it can be shown that
Lip('(k&1)i )q
i Lip((k&1))+pk(i) Qk &&k&1
+ :
i
l=0
qi } d
kf
dzk
('i&l (z*), z*, +) } |z$* |k.
Using (14) and (4) choose i0 so that
}d
kf
dzk
('i0)} |z$* | k=2 (1&q).
Then
:
i
l=0
ql } d
kf
dzk
'i&l(z*), z* , +) } |z$* | k
 :
i&i 0
l=0
ql }d
kf
dzk
('i&l (z*), z* , +) } |z$* | k
+ :
i
l=i&i 0+1
ql } d
kf
dzk
('i&l (z*), z*, +) } |z$* |k
 :
i&i 0
l=0
ql
=
2
(1&q)+ :
i
l=i&i0+1
ql } d
kf
dzk
(0) } |z$* | k

=
2
+(i0&1) qi&i 0+1 } d
kf
dzk
(0) } |z$* |k,
which, with (14) and (18) implies that if + is sufficiently small, then
&'&k&1, 1<=, since ntr is large.
Finally, ' satisfies the boundary conditions for H &k&1, = by composition.
Thus ' # H &k&1, = . K
5.3. Floc b Fgl Has a Fixed Point in H &k&1, =
Proposition 3. For + sufficiently small, Floc b Fgl is a contraction on
C0=[:, ;].
Proof. Let ', '^ # C 0= , !=Floc b Fgl ('), and ! =Floc b Fgl('^). By (11) and
(14)
&!&! &0<qn tr(L0+1)&'&'^&0 ,
and for + small enough, qntr(L0+1)<1. k
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Now since H &k&1, = is a closed subset of C
0[:, ;] and H &k&1, = is invariant
under the contraction Floc b Fgl , by Lemma 1, Floc b Fgl has a fixed point '*
in H &k&1, = .
We will now show that this fixed point is in fact a C k function.
5.4. '
*
# C k
We will show that '
*
# C k using Lemma 2.
Let =Fgl ('*). From (9) for k2
(k&1)(z )=_Fx'*(k&1)(z)&$(z ) d
k&1z
dzk&1& (z*$)k&1+R1(z)
=[Fx&(Fx '$*+Fz) Gx] '*
(k&1)(z*)(z*$)k&1+R(z)
where R is a function of D:F, D;'
*
and D#z* with 1:k&1,
1;k&2 and 1#k&2. Thus R is continuously differentiable as a
function of z, and so, using Lemma 2 we have
 (k&1)(z+2)&(k&1)(z )&(k&1)(z0+2)+(k&1)(z 0)
=[Fx&(Fx'$*+Fz) Gx] } ['*
(k&1)(z+2)&'
*
(k&1)(z)
&'
*
(k&1)(z0+2)+'*
(k&1)(z0)] } (z*$(z0))k&1+o( |2| )
as (z, 2)  (z0 , 0). Define
l#(z0+2)&z 0
=G('
*
(z0+2), z0+2, +)&G('*(z0), z0 , +)
=[Gx('*(z0), z0 , +) '$*(z0)+Gz('*(z0), z0 , +)] 2+o( |2| )
=(z *$)&1 2+o( |2| ),
so that
|z*$| |l ||2|(1+o(1)). (20)
Also
z+2&(z +l )=G('
*
(z+2), z+2, +)&G('
*
(z), z, +)
&G('
*
(z0+2), z0+2, +)+G('*(z0), z0 , +)
=o( |2| ),
as (z, 2)  (z0 , 0). Thus by (20)
z+2&(z +l )=o( |l | ), (21)
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as (z^, l )  (z^0 , 0). Define
*(h, x0)= lim sup
(x, 2)  (x 0 , 0)
|h(x+2)&h(x)&h(x0+2)+h(x0)|
|2|
. (22)
Then
1
|l |
|(k&1)(z +l )&(k&1)(z )&(k&1)(z 0+l )+(k&1)(z 0)|

|2|
|l |
max |Fx(1&Gx'$*)&FzGx | |z*$|
k *('
*
(k&1), z0)+o(1),
and so there is a constant L1 such that
*((k&1), z^0)L1*('*
(k&1), z0). (23)
Next let '0= and let ['i] be the sequence of functions determined by
(12). From (17), noting that the last two terms are continuously differen-
tiable,
' (k&1)i+1 (z+2)&'
(k&1)
i+1 (z )&'
(k&1)
i+1 (z0+2)+'
(k&1)
i+1 (z 0)
=ei (z0)[' (k&1)i (z+2)&'
(k&1)
i (z)&'
(k&1)
i (z0+2)+'
(k&1)
i (z)]
} (z$
*
(z0))k&1+o( |2| ),
as (z, 2)  (z0 , 0), where
ei (z)=A+fx('i (z), z, +).
Define
s=z0+2&z 0
=2+g(z0+2, +)&g(zo , +)
=(1+gz(z0 , +)) 2+o( |2| ).
Then
|z$
*
| |s||2|(1+o(1)) (24)
Also
(z+2)&(z +s)=g(z+2, +)&g(z, +)&g(z0+2, +)+g(z0 , +)
=o( |2| )
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as (z, 2)  (z0 , 0), which implies with (24) that
z+2&(z &s)=o( |s| ) (25)
as (z, s)  (z0 , 0). Now using (24) and (25) in definition (22) and noting
that the functions [ei ] are uniformly bounded we have
*(' (k&1)i+1 , z 0)
|2|
|s|
&e&&z$
*
&k&1 *(' (k&1)i , z0)
q*(' (k&1)i , z0)
where q<1 for + sufficiently small. Now employing (23)
*('
*
(k&1), z 0)qntr *((k&1), z0)
qn trL1*('*
(k&1), z0)
c*('
*
(k&1), z0)
where c<1 for + sufficiently small. Thus we have
sup
z 0 # I+
*('
*
(k&1), z^0)c sup
z 0 # I+
*('
*
(k&1), z0)<,
which implies
*('
*
(k&1), z0)=0
for all z0 # I+. Therefore by Lemma 2 we have '* # C
k. K
5.5. Proof of the Theorem
Now let
1+= :
n tr+m tr
i=0
T i+(S ),
where S=[('
*
(z), z): :z;]. By the uniquenes of '
*
, 1+ is the unique
invariant curve in a neighborhood of 10 . In the neighborhood U of
the fixed point let '+ denote the function whose graph is 1+ in the local
coordinates.
To show that 1+  10 in the C k norm, we first establish that 10 is C k.
It is known that the local unstable set for the fixed point is a unique C k
manifold. Since 10"[0] is just the image of the local unstable set of the
fixed point, it is C k. To get smoothness at the fixed point, let 0 be as
before and repeat the construction of sec. 5.2. For each + denote by n0 the
integer such that 0 # 8n0+ (D
+). Since n0= for +=0, equations (14), (16)
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and (19) imply that '0  0, '$0  0, '"0  0, etc., as z  0. This implies that
10 is C k at 0 , with ' ( j )0 (0)=0, for 0 jk (See [Ru, p. 115]).
We note in section 4, that I&+  I
&
0 as +  0 in an appropriate sense. By
Proposition 2, given = there exists + small enough that &'
*
&k<=. This gives
us that 1+  10 in the C k norm on the interval I &0 . It follows that 1+  10
pointwise in the C k norm away from the fixed point, since any point other
than the fixed point is contained in the image of a finite iteration of '
*
.
That is, 1+  10 uniformly in the C k sense outside of any neighboorhood
of 0 .
Now consider the neighborhood U =U"[(x, z): z<a] of the fixed point
0 . Given =>0, we can choose + small enough that &'+(z)&'0(z)&k<=2 for
all z # I + and so that, for appropriate choice of local charts in a
neighborhood of 10 , &1+&10 &C k<=2 outside U for all ++0 . We will
now show that |'+(z)&'0(z)|<= for all z in U and all ++k for some
+k+0 . Choose z in U "D+ and denote by z+ the preimage of z under (1).
Consider
|'+(z )&'0(z )||A'+(z+)&A'0(z0)|
+| f ('+(z+), z+ , +)&f ('0(z0), z0 , 0)|
|A+fx | |'+(z0)&'0(z0)|
+|A'+(z+)&A'+(z0)|
+| f ('+(z+), z+ , +)&f ('+(z0), z0 , 0)|.
By continuity of f with respect to + and the continuity of '+ with respect
to z, we can make the last two terms less than =2 by an appropriate choice
of +1 . That is
|'+(z )&'0(z )|q |'+(z0)&'0(z0)|+=2=.
Similarly, for '$
|'$+(z )&'$0(z )||(A+fx('+(z+), z+ , +)) z$*+'$+(z+)
&(A+fx('0(z0), z0 , 0)) z$0 '$0(z0)|
+| fz('+(z+), z+ , +) z$*+&fz('0(z0), z0 , 0) z$*0 |
|A+fx | |z$*0 | |'+(z0)&'0(z0)|
+|(A+fx('+(z+), z+ , +)) '+(z+) z$*+
&(A+fx('0(z0), z0 , 0)) '+(z0)z$*0 |
+| fz('+(z+), z+ , +) z$*+&fz('+(z0), z0 , 0) z$*0 |.
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Again with ++2 for some +2 the last two terms can be made smaller than
=2, and we obtain
|'$+(z )&'$0(z )|q |'$+(z0)&'$0(z0)|+=2
=.
Finally, for 2 j k
' ( j )+ (z )&'
( j )
0 (z )=(A+fx('+(z+), z+ , +))(z$*+)
j ' ( j )+ (z+
&(A+fx('0(z0), z0 , 0))(z$0) j ' ( j )0 (z0)
+Rj (z+ , +)&Rj (z0 , 0),
where Rj (z+ , +) is a polynomial with constant coefficients in the variables
D:f, D;z
*+
and D#'+ with 1:j, 0;j and 0#j&1. Thus
|' ( j )+ (z )&'
( j )
0 (z )||A+fx | |z$*0 |
j |' ( j )+ (z0)&'
( j )
0 (z0)|
+|(A+fx) '( j )+ (z+)(z$*+)
j&(A+fx) ' ( j )+ (z0)(z$*0)
j |
+|Rj (z+ , +)&Rj (z0 , 0)|.
We can make the last two terms less than =2 by requiring ++j for some
+j , and so
|'( j )+ (z )&'
( j )
0 (z )|q |'
( j )
+ (z0)&'
( j )
0 (z0)|+=2
=.
Thus we obtain C k convergence of 1+ to 10 in a neighborhood of 0 , and
so C k convergence on all of 10 .
The fact that 1+ is attracting, follows immediately from the proof that '*
is an attracting fixed point of the functional map. K
6. Proofs of Smoothness Lemmas
6.1. Proof of Lemma 3
We begin by noting that the k&1st derivative of h(x) g(x) is given by
Dk&1(h(x) g(x))=(Dk&1f (x)) g(x)+R(x)
where R(x) is continuously differentiable by assumption. Thus we need
only to prove the Lemma in the case k=1. In that case
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h(0) g(0)&h( y) g( y)=&h( y) g( y)
=h( y)(g(0)&g( y))
=h( y) g$(0)(&y)+o( | y| ).
But since h is continuous
|(h( y)&h(0))(&y)|=o( | y| ).
So hg is differentiable with D(h(0) g(0))=h(0) g$(0). For x{0
D(h(x) g(x))=h$(x) g(x)+h(x) g$(x).
It is easy to show from the assumption h(x) x # C 1 that h$(x) x  0 as
x  0 and it follows from g(x)=o( |x| ) that h$(x) g(x)  0 as well. This
gives us
lim
x  0
D(hg)| x=h(0) g$(0)=D(hg)| 0 ,
and so the derivative is continuous. K
6.2. Proof of Lemma 4
The diffeomorphism (6) is known to possess a unique C k&1 center-
unstable manifold which is the graph of a function h: X  Y, with h(0)=0
and Dh(0)=0 [CL]. This h is the fixed point of a contraction map 6 on
a bounded subset of the function space C k&2, 1(X, Y), given by
x =Cx+N1(x+h(x))
(26)
h (x )=Ah(x)+N2(x+h(x)).
In the proof of this fact it is shown that a bounded subset of the space
C k&2, 1 with norm less than b is invariant under 6. And so, given
h0 # C k&2, 1(X, Y) such that &Dh0&k&2, 1b, equations (26) define a
sequence of functions [hi] which converge uniformly to h, and for which
&hi&k&2, 1b. It is clear from (26) that if we choose h0 # C k(X, Y) then
hi # C k(X"[0], Y) and has the property that hi (x)x is C k(X, R) for all i.
Differentiating k times
Dkhi+1(x )[C+DN1(x+hi (x))(I+Dhi (x))]k
=[A+DN2(x+hi (x))&Dhi+1(x ) DN1(X+hi (x))] Dkhi (x)+Rk(x),
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where Rk is a polynomial with constant coefficients in the variables
D:hi (x), D;N1 and D#N2 , with 0:k&1 and 0;, #k. If we let
Ei (x)=C+DN1(x+hi (x))(I+Dhi (x)),
Fi (x)=A+DN2(x+hi (x))&Dhi+1(x ) DN1(x+hi (x))
then
Dkhi+1(x ) x =Fi (x) Dkhi (x) E &ki (x) x +Rk(x) E
&k
i (x) x .
Since [hi] are uniformly bounded in the C k&1 norm, Rk(x) E &ki (x)x is
uniformly bounded and
|Dkhi+1(x ) x |q |Dkhi (x) } x|+Qk ,
where q<1 for + sufficiently small and where Qk is independent of i. After
induction,
&Dkhi (x )x &0qi &Dkh0(x)x&0+
Q
1&q
.
This implies that [hi (x)x] is bounded in the C k-norm and in particular it
is bounded in the C k&1, 1-norm. Since [hi (x)x] is tending to [h(x)x] in
the C 0-norm, by Lemma 1 we have that [h(x) x] # C k&1, 1.
Next we show that [h(x)x] # C k, using Lemma 2. Differentiating (26)
Dk&1h(x )[C+DN1(x+h(x))(I+Dh(x))]k&1
=[A+DN2(x+h(x))&Dh(x ) DN1(x+h(x))] Dk&1h(x)+Rk&1(x).
Let
E(x)=C+DN1(x+h(x))(I+Dh(x))
F(x)=A+DN2(x+h(x))
G(x) x=(E&1(x))k&1 (Cx+N1(x+h(x))),
then
Dk&1h(x )x =[F(x) Dk&1h(x)+Rk&1(x)] G(x)x.
Note that Cx+N1(x+h(x))=O( |x| ), and so Rk&1(x) G(x)x is con-
tinuously differentiable by Lemma 3. Thus
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Dk&1h(x+2)(x+2)&Dk&1h(x ) x
&Dk&1h(x0+2)(x0+2)+Dk&1h(x 0)x 0
=F(x+2) Dk&1h(x+2) G(x+2)(x+2)&F(x) Dk&1h(x) G(x)x
&F(x0+2) Dk&1h(x0+2) G(x0+2)(x0+2)
+F(x0) Dk&1h(x0) G(x0) x0+o( |2| )
 F(x0)[Dk&1h(x+2) G(x0)(x+2)&Dk&1h(x) G(x0) x
&Dk&1h(x0+2) G(x0)(x0+2)+Dk&1h(x0) G(x0) x0]+o( |2| ),
as (x, 2)  (x0 , 0).
Next, define
l=(x0+2)&x 0 .
Since
l=C2N1(x0+2+h(x0+2))&N1(x0+h(x0))
=(C+DN1(x0+h(x0))) 2+o( |2| )
we have
|(C+|N1 | )&1 | |l ||2|(1+o(1)). (27)
Also, using (26)
|(x+2)&x +l ||N1 | 1 |h(x+2)&h(x)&h(x0+2)+h(x0)|+o( |2| )
=o( |2)|,
as (x, 2)  (x0 , 0), since h # C k&1, 1. Thus using (27) we obtain
|(x+2)&x +l |=o( |l | ) (28)
as (x, l )  (x0 , 0). Then using (27) and (28) in Definition (22) we have as
(x, 2)  (x0 , 0)
1
|l |
|Dk&1h(x +l )(x +l)&Dk&1h(x ) x &Dk&1h(x 0+l )(x 0+l )
+Dk&1h(x 0) x 0 |

|2|
|l |
|F(x0)| |G(x0)| *(Dk&1h(x) x, x0)+o(1)
( |A|+a($))( |C &1 |+c($)) *(Dk&1h(x)x, x0)+o(1)
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where a($) and c($) can be made small by making + sufficiently small and
using a cutoff function outside of a small enough neighborhood of (0, 0).
Thus
*(Dk&1h(x) x, x 0)s*(Dk&1h(x) x, x0)
where s<1 and so
sup
x 0 # X
*(Dk&1h(x) x, x 0)s sup
x 0 # X
*(Dk&1h(x) x, x0).
This implies that *(Dk&1h(x) x, x0)=0 for every x0 # X1 . By Lemma 2,
the function Dk&1h(x)x is continuously differentiable and this of course
implies that h(x)x # C k.
7. C k-Smooth Changes of Variables
7.1. Proof of Theorem 1
From the Hypotheses 1-2, the family of diffeomorphisms T+ may be
written locally as
x =Ax+f (x, z, +)
(29)
z =z+g(z, +)+g1(x, z, +)
where |_(A)|<1, the functions f, g and g1 are C k-smooth in (x, z) and,
with their derivatives, vanish for (x, z, +)=(0, 0, 0).
It is known that for each + there is a C k-smooth function X(z, +) from
R to X1 whose graph is a center manifold for (29). Under the change of
variables
x$=x&X(z, +)
(30)
z$=z,
the system (29) takes the form
x =Ax+f (x+X(z, +), z, +)&f (X(z, +), z, +)
(31)
z =z+g(z, +)+g2(x, z, +)x.
Here g2 is a C k&1 function and g2 } x is C k. If we let
f1(x, z, +)=f (x+X(z, +), z, +)&f (X(x, +), z, +),
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then f1(0, z, +)=0. In fact, by computation, it can be seen that all the
partial derivatives of f1 with respect to z up to order k vanish identically
for x=0. By Taylor's Theorem, for jk&1, we may write
f1(x, z, +)=f (x, z, +)x
d j f1
dz j
(x, z, +)=f j (x, z, +)x,
where f j # C k&j&1, and further
lim
|x|  0
d kf1
dzk
(x, z, +)=0.
Next we seek a change of variables of the form
'=z+h(x, z, +) x, (32)
with h(x, z, +) # X*, which reduces the second equation of (31) to the form
' ='+g(', +). (33)
(See [Af]). We obtain from (31), (32), and (33) that such a function h
must satisfy
h(x, z) x+g(z+h(x, z)x)=g(z)+g2(x, z) x+h(x , z )(Ax+f x). (34)
If we let
g~ (x, z, h(x, z), +)x#g(z+h(x, z)x)&g(z),
then (34) is equivalent to
h(x , z )(A+f )x=h(x z) x&g2(x, z, +) x+g~ (x, z, h)x (35)
where g~ is C k&1 and g~ } x # C k. The equation (35) is true if we can find an
h which satisfies
h(x , z )=(h(x, z)&g2(x, z, +)+g~ (x, z, h))(A+f1)&1.
Now this equation is equivalent to an equation
h(x , y , +)=h(x, y, +) A&1+F(x, z, h(x, y, +), +),
where the linear part of F is zero for (0, 0, 0, 0). This is satisfied if the graph
of h is the center-stable manifold h=h(x, z, +) of the diffeomorphism
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x =Ax+f (x, z, +)x
z =z+g(z, +)+g2(x, z, +)x
h =hA&1+F(x, z, h, +).
It is well known that these equations have a center-stable manifold. The
first two equations are C k and the last equation is seen to be C k&1. Thus
h exists and is C k&1. Furthermore, the last equation is seen to be C k for
x{0 and has the property that F(x, z, h, +)x # C k. Therefore, by Lemma 4,
the function h has the property that h(x, z, +)x is C k. Thus, for each +,
there is a C k change of variables of the form (32) which puts the system
in the form (33). K
7.2. Generalized Change of Variables Theorem
Let X and Z be Banach spaces. Consider the family of diffeomorphisms
T+ on XZ given by
x =Ax+f (x, z, +)
(36)
z =Bz+g(z, +)+g1(x, z, +)
where the functions f, g and g1 are C k-smooth in (x, z) and, with their first
derivatives, vanish for (x, z, +)=(0, 0, 0). Suppose
|_(A)|a
b1|_(B)|b2 .
As in Section 6.3, let X(z, +) be a function whose graph is a center manifold
for (36). Provided that
a<bk1 , (37)
it is known that for each + the function X is C k in z. This condition is
known as a ``gap condition'' or ``rate condition'' [Fe] [HPS]. Under the
change of variables (30) the system (36) takes the form
x =Ax+f (x, z, +)x
(38)
z =Bz+g(z, +)+g2(x, z, +)x.
Here f , g2 are C k&1 functions, f } x, g2 } x are C k, and equations (3) and (4)
are satisfied.
Next we seek a change of variables of the form
'=z+h(x, z, +)x, (39)
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with h(x, z, +) # L(X, Z) (the space of bounded linear operators from X to
Z), which reduces the second equation of (38) to the form
' =B'+g(', +). (40)
We obtain from (38), (39), and (40)
Bh(x, z)x+g(z+h(x, z)x)=g(z)+g2(x, z)x+h(x , z )(Ax+f x). (41)
If we let
g~ (x, z, h(x, z), +) x#g(z+h(x, z)x)&g(z)
then (41) is equivalent to
h(x , z )(A+f ) x=Bh(x, z)x&g2(x, z, +) x+g~ (x, z, h)x
where g~ is C k&1 and g~ } x # C k. The equality is true if
h(x , z )=(Bh(x, z)&g2(x, z, +)+g~ (x, z, h))(A+f1)&1.
This equation is satisfied if the graph of h(x, z, +) is an invariant manifold
of the diffeomorphism
x =Ax+f (x, z, +)x
z =Bz+g(z, +)+g2(x, z, +)x
h =BhA&1+F(x, z, h, +).
The first two equations are C k and the last equation is seen to be C k&1.
Using the assumption that A&1 is onto, we have
&BhA&1&= sup
&x&=1
|BhA&1x|
b1 a&1 &h&.
Therefore, the operator B } A&1: L(X, Z)  L(X, Z) has spectrum bounded
below by b1a&1. Thus, provided that b1a&1>bk&12 , then h exists and is
C k&1. Furthermore, the last equation is seen to be C k for x{0 and has the
property F (x, z, h, +)x # C k.
Now we note that, with no essential changes in the proofs, Lemmas 3
and 4 may be replaced by the following more general results.
Lemma 5. Let X and Z be a Banach spaces and Y=L(X, Z). Suppose
that h # Ck&1(X, Y) & Ck(X"[0], Y), and that h(x)x # Ck(X, Z). Then
h(x) g(x) is Ck for any g # Ck(X, X) such that g(x)=O( |x| ).
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Lemma 6. Let X and Z be a Banach space and let Y=L(X, Z) and
consider the map
x =Cx+N1(x+y )
y =Ay+N2(x+y )
where x # X, y # Y, N1 # C k, k1 and N2 has the property that N2(x+y )x
is in Ck(X, R). Also assume that N1 and N2 , along with their first derivatives
vanish at the origin, and
a<ck
where
|_(A)|a<1
|_(C )|c.
Then the unique local center-unstable manifold given as the graph of
h: X  Y has the property that h(x)x # Ck(X, Z).
Thus provided that
b1 a&1>bk2 (42)
then for each + there is a C k change of variables of the form (39) which
puts the system in the form (40), and we have proved the following
theorem.
Theorem 3. Suppose conditions (37) and (42) hold. Then there are
Ck-smooth coordinates (x, z), for which (36) has the form
x =Ax+f (x, z, +)x
z =Bz+g(z, +)
where f=f } x and g are Ck-smooth in (x, z), and are Lipschitz continuous in
+. The functions f, g and their first derivatives vanish for (x, z, +)=(0, 0, 0)
and f is C k&1. Further, equations (3) and (4) hold.
This implies existence of C k-smooth foliations of the center-stable and
center-unstable manifolds of a partially hyperbolic fixed point.
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